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15  Do you know things to be careful 
when working in high place? 

 
 
Crash and fall accident are death accident next to traffic accident. 
It creates a chance of an accident to slip, make a false step, back action of yours, and shake of the 

place. 
The degree of damage depends on how to fall, for example, the hardness of ground, the area of body 

which gone into the ground, and wearing a protective equipment or not. 
We must set up a working platform when doing work at above 2 meters in height according to the 

Industrial Safety and Health Law.  
If it is impossible to do that, must use a safety rope and wear a safety band. 
There are many death accidents by falling even temporally work in high place using a stepladder and a 

chair. 
 

Reminder when working in high place 

１ Set up a working platform or wear a safety band when doing work at above 2 meters in height. 
    Consult a specialist when there is the type of a work.  
２ Watch out your steps and provide measures, such as setting up a walking board when working on 

the roof. 
３ Make an arrangement for floor materials and foot wears to prevent slipping. 
４ Use ladders that are sturdy and are of an appropriate length and be set up at 15 degree angles to 

walls. 
５ When setting up ladders, put them in places where there are firm 

footholds and no in places where there are swinging doors or the chance 
of people walking by.  

    Ladders should be set up at 15 degree angles to walls. 
６ Do not use ladders when they are in a slick condition, such as when they 

are wet or have oil stuck to them. 
７ Always go up and down ladders one person at a time and do not have 

anything in your hands when doing so. 
８ Always have someone there watching you. 
９ Avoid doing work in an uncomfortable position. 
10 Always wear a helmet and make sure the chin-strap is securely fastened. 

 
 
 

Safety 

We must set up a working platform or wear a safety band when doing work at above 2 
meters in height. 


